Abstract The art of fitting gamma distributions robustly is described. In particular we compare methods of fitting via minimizing a Cramér Von Mises distance, an L 2 minimum distance estimator, and fitting a B-optimal M-estimator. After a brief prelude on robust estimation explaining the merits in terms of weak continuity and Fréchet differentiability of all the aforesaid estimators from an asymptotic point of view, a comparison is drawn with classical estimation and fitting. In summary, we give a practical example where minimizing a Cramér Von Mises distance is both efficacious in terms of efficiency and robustness as well as being easily implemented. Here gamma distributions arise naturally for "in control" representation indicators from measurements of spectra when using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy. However, estimating the in-control parameters for these distributions is often difficult, due to occasional occurrence of outliers.
Introduction
Several types of robust M-estimators for multi parameter models were proposed by Hampel et al. (1986) and specialized to the parameters of the gamma distribution by Marazzi and Ruffieux (1996) where the B p s -robust estimator for partitioned parameters (B-optimal) was selected for practical use. Marrazzi and Ruffieux (1999) rightly discounted the approach due to its computational complexity and advocated an alternative numerically supported though somewhat adhoc technique, with heuristic theoretical underpinning. On the other hand there exist estimators with substantial theoretical smoothness properties in the form of minimum distance estimators. These include the L 2 minimum distance estimator investigated for several parametric models in Heathcote and Silvapulle (1981) , Clarke (1989 Clarke ( , 2000a Clarke ( , 2000b , Clarke and Heathcote (1994) , Clarke and McKinnon (2005) , Hettmansperger, Hueter and Hüsler (1994) , and the Cramér Von Mises (CVM) minimum distance estimator discussed for instance in Boos (1981) , Woodward et al. (1984) and see also Parr(1985) . For a sequence X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n representing an independent identically distributed sample from the gamma distribution having density on the positive real line 
Here F n is the empirical distribution formed from the sample and F θ is the cumulative distribution formed from the gamma density. It is worthy of note, that a gamma random variable that possesses a density function with parameters α = ν/2 and β = 2 is a chisquared random variable with ν degrees of freedom. Also the special case of α = 1 gives the exponential density. When α is an integer, say, α = m, there is a nice closed expression for the cumulative distribution where
More often, it is the case that one is not so much interested specifically in the parameters α and β but in the mean of the gamma distribution µ = αβ. This is the case in the particular motivating example, of section 4. The variance of the gamma distribution is σ 2 = αβ 2 .
As in (2.1) and (2.2) of Clarke and Heathcote (1994) it is easily shown via integration by parts that the parameter minimizing J n (θ) is a solution of an M-estimating equation of the
where in fact the defining two dimensional vector Ψ-function, in this instance, is of the form
It can be seen that (2) leads to a bounded smooth Ψ function in the observation space variable so long as the scale parameter is bounded away from zero. This bounded and smooth nature of Ψ leads among other things, to weak continuity and Fréchet differentiability of the resulting M-estimator (Clarke 1983 (Clarke , 2000 Clarke and Heathcote 1994) .
When α is not an integer, it is impossible to give a closed form expression for the cumulative gamma distribution function. For further details on the gamma distribution see Ahmed and Abouammoh (1993) and Wong (1995) . Nevertheless, the cumulative gamma distribution is easily evaluated numerically in either S-Plus or R statistical computing packages. The L 2 distance can then be evaluated numerically, by evaluating the integral in (1), directly, by integrating out to a suitably large value.
An alternative to this perhaps, numerically intensive procedure, is to use the Cramér Von Mises distance,
which has a well known simpler form easily evaluated numerically,
where (n) are the ordered observations. Apart from ordering the observations, evaluation of this distance is very fast and is suitable for the application in section 4. Indeed, this distance estimator is weakly continuous (Donoho and Liu 1988) and
Fréchet differentiable (Parr 1985) , which suggests that it is a robust estimator. This is verified in this study for the gamma distribution.
In summary, we study the B-optimal M-estimator, the L 2 minimum distance estimator, and the Cramér Von Mises minimum distance estimator, since these are all weakly continuous and Fréchet differentiable. We compare them asymptotically at the parametric model through a study of efficiency in comparison to the classical maximum likelihood estimator and the method of moments estimator respectively. In addition we compare all five estimators by comparison of mean squared errors in epsilon contaminated models, verifying the robustness of the first three aforesaid estimators. Finally we illustrate the performance of the estimators on real data sets supplied by Alcoa.
Preliminaries
The classical estimators for estimation of parameters in the gamma distribution are in fact the method of maximum likelihood and the method of moments. Maximizing the likelihood involves maximizing the log-likelihood
or equivalently as the maximum likelihood estimates will occur at the values of α and β for which the function, U(θ), is 0, whereby one solves
The numerical complexities of dealing with the maximum likelihood estimator of the gamma distribution as evidenced by the book of Bowman and Shenton (1988) lead many to employ the simpler method of moments estimator, where using the first two moments one obtains the straightforward estimates (α,β) = (x 2 /s 2 , s 2 /x), wherex is the sample mean and s 2 is the usual unbiased sample variance estimate of σ 2 , the population variance. The estimator for the mean is then simplyμ =x which is then the usual sample mean.
Returning to the B-optimal estimator, this is an adaption of the optimal B 
where here
implicitly defined by:
for the identity matrix I, and c b defined by
The function u(y, θ) = (u 1 (y, θ), u 2 (y, θ)) involves the score function (see formula (1.4) of Marrazi and Ruffieux 1996) . We note that for b 1 = b 2 = ∞ the B-optimal estimator is identically the MLE. These details above are included here to emphasize the complexity of this estimator.
Marrazzi and Ruffiux (1996) provide an algorithm that they use to solve these equations simultaneously, and implement their method in Fortran code made available for S-Plus via the download laboratories ROBETH and ROBGAM. Besides enabling calculation of the finite sample parameters and covariance estimates, the module provides asymptotic variances for B-optimal estimators of a gamma distribution.
Influence Functions, Weak Continuity and Fréchet Differentiability
A useful tool for assessing robustness of an estimator is the influence function (Hampel et al. 1986 ). The Ψ-functions of the L 2 estimator and the B-optimal estimator are all bounded in the observation space variable; the resulting M-estimators have bounded influence functions.
The CVM estimator is Fréchet differentiable (with respect to the Kolmogorov metric; (Parr 1985) ) and is therefore having a bounded influence function. In fact from Bednarski et al. (1991) and Bednarski and Clarke (1998) it can be deduced that any estimator satisfying 'suitable' robust expansions in √ n shrinking neighborhoods about F θ is in fact equivalent to an M-estimator with a bounded continuous Ψ-function. It can be noted that both the MLE and the method of moments estimator are solutions of equations (3) where the Ψ-function is not bounded in the observation space variable. These estimators therefore cannot be Fréchet differentiable (using the Kolmogorov metric). See for example Remark 6.2 of Clarke (1983) .
Neither are they weakly continuous. Consequently these estimators are not robust. This is in sharp contrast to the L 2 and CV M which are weakly continuous even in a neighborhood of the parametric model (Clarke 2000) . The B-optimal estimator, while having a bounded and continuous Ψ-function, does not have a Ψ-function that has partial derivatives (in θ)
that are continuous in the observation space variable and while arguably the estimator is weakly continuous and Fréchet differentiable at F θ , say along the lines of Clarke (1986), it is an open problem as to whether it is robust in an open neighborhood about F θ . This is beyond the scope of the current paper.
The influence function gives a scaled differential influence of one additional observation at value x if the sample size goes to infinity and thus provides a measure of asymptotic bias caused by the infinitesimal contamination at that point. But because of the computational complexity involved in calculation of the appropriate directional derivative for the B-optimal estimator we choose to mimic the behavior of all functions with a simpler finite-sample version referred to in Hampel et al. (1986, p. 93 ) as Tukey's sensitivity curve(SC), defined by
Here F n−1 is the empirical distribution function of (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n−1 ), δ x is the cumulative distribution with all its mass at the point x and T is a functional such thatθ = T [F n ]. Rather than basing the curves on actual samples, (x 1 , ..., x n−1 ) we have chosen the approach of Andrews et al. (1972) where "stylized" sensitivity curves have been obtained from artificial samples with observations Figure 1 we represent the stylized sensitivity curves for the various estimators constructed from such an artificial sample of size n = 50. To tune the B-optimal we have chosen b = (1.5, 2.7) so that the asymptotic relative efficiency with respect to the MLE is about 90%.
Examining Figure 1 it is apparent that for each parameter the curves of both the method of moments and maximum likelihood estimators are unbounded (in the case of the mean they are identical). There is on the other hand, little to distinguish between say the three robust M-estimators, this being particularly so for the CVM and B-optimal. The inverse of the Fisher Information matrix is also the asymptotic covariance matrix of the MLE.
Efficiency of the mean estimatorμ =αβ is also easily examined, since this is more often of prime concern, and this is calculated by the delta method (Kass and Steffey 1989).
That is, the asymptotic variance associated with √ n(μ − µ) is given by [β, α]Σ(θ) [β, α] where Σ(θ) is the covariance matrix of the estimator of interest. The ARE ratios for the parameters α and β and the corresponding estimators of the mean µ are given in Table   1 . In order to emphasize the effect of tuning the B-optimal estimator, we have included The results in Table 1 show the magnitude of efficiency we must trade for using a robust estimator, should we wish to allow for the possibility that we are dealing with observations that are not strictly from the assumed gamma model. The results are in accord with large sample simulation results which are not included here.
Simulations
We see immediately above the MLE is asymptotically a relatively more efficient estimator than its robust counterparts when the assumed model is exact. In this section we examine a finite sample measure of relative efficiency when the recorded observations may contain anomalies. We illustrate this by using a model
where on average, the proportion (1 − ) is sampled from the gamma distribution with parameters θ = (α, β) = {(2, 0.5), (5, 0.2), (10, 0.1)} respectively and the "contaminating" distribution, H(x), describes a uniform random variable U (0, k). The value of k was selected so as to be approximately equal to F −1 (0.9999). The four non-zero levels of contamination used were = (0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1) respectively.
As an empirical measure of efficiency for contaminated data, five thousand simulation trials were conducted for the particular sample size n = 50, for each parameter of interest, θ and recorded were the ratio of observed mean squared errors:
where θ i is the relevant component parameter in θ that defines F θ andθ i,j is our estimate based on the j'th sample from the contaminated distribution G. Table 2 gives results only for the (2,0.5) and (5,0.2) parameterizations. The results for the heavier tailed (10, 0.1) in general showed slightly higher efficiencies for robust estimators given positive contamination . For the B-optimal we have again used the tuning vector (b 1 = 1.5, b 2 = 2.7). As might be expected, at the model distribution, when = 0, the superior efficiency of the MLE is evident asymptotically. However we see from the table that this advantage is overturned, in places substantially so, when the sample is contaminated.
Example Data
Alcoa mine planners and grade controllers need to be assured that suspicious or inaccurate FTIR results are not used. Part of the quality assurance is the need to highlight unusual FTIR Spectra gained from examination of ore samples. Typically "representation indicators" in the form of (a) Mahalanobis distances from a calibration set mean, after projection Table 3 .
From the plots it is seen that in general, robust estimators produce estimated density curves that describe the bulk of the observations as well as or better than the classical methods in all cases. The fits of dataset three, Figure 3 , highlight the inadequacy of the classical methods when extreme observations may be present. Even on relatively clean data, the method of moments performed poorly. The similarity between the B-optimal and CVM estimators is also notable.
Conclusion
Clearly the Cramér Von Mises and the B-optimal performed best among the estimators under consideration. Although the B-optimal showed itself to be the best all round estimator it suffers from two major drawbacks: its computational complexity and also its need to be tuned appropriately. The major problem with the tuning is the need to know the target The Cramér Von Mises minimum distance estimator on the other hand is relatively simple to implement. Although it had lower efficiency when the target model was exactly a gamma density, its efficiency was high in the presence of small to moderate contamination. Because of its ease with which it can be computed, its potential to be implemented on an automatic basis, and suitability to data sets being provided by Alcoa, this estimator is the preferred estimator. It has, given the theory concerning weak continuity and Fréchet differentiability, all the hallmarks of a robust and highly efficient estimator at the gamma distribution.
